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SUMMARY

A framework for Man-Machine System design in process industry projects
is reported. It is based on the "Guidelines for the Design of Man-Mac-
hine Interfaces" which have been generated in cooperation within the
European Workshop for Industrial Computer Systems (EWICS).

The application of EWICS Guidelines in industrial projects is demonst-
rated by six Use" Scenarios, which represent typical projects from
different indiVries, e.g. electrical power generation and distribu-
tion, water c •> ral, pulp and paper production, oil and gas produc-
tion. In all , « e projects Man-Machine System design has been conduc-
ted.

It is recon»it* ,ö d in the report that each Company develops its set of
Man-Machine ;'.seem Standard techniques/procedures. At present there
are several --f.hniques/procedures available which, for moderate costs,
can be adaf>\ .1 to specific Company conditions. A menu of such Man-Mac-
hine Systei echniques/procedures is presented.

Means of en jmating the costs and benefits of Man-Machine System
design are »Iso described.
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PREFACE

Ergonomräd AB has been operating as an independent consulting organi-
zation on Man-Machine Systems (MMS) since 1978, especially for conti-
nuous industrial processes, i.e. the chemical and petro-chemical
industry, the paper and pulp industry, metallurgical processes, power
generation and distribution etc.

Experience gained from the MMS work in different industries indicates
that MMS needs to be taken into account professionally much more
strongly. MMS design should be combined with the development/procure-
ment of the control system and the process. Interestingly enough this
is emphasized increasingly by Project Managers and Process and Inst-
rumentation Engineers as well.



1. AIM AND SCOPE OF THE REPORT

The present report demonstrates the contribution of Man-Machine Sys-
tem (MMS) design to better plants. The report formulates a strategy
for MMS work. It also shows what is available in terms of MMS tools.
The arsenal of tools is growing, which means that MMS work does not
have to start from scratch every time.

The development of MMS design techniques and procedures for use in
industrial projects has been rather intensive during recent years.
Also several process industry applications have been carried out from
which valuable experience was collected. Both development and appli-
cation have contributed to making MMS techniques and procedures better
available for use in industrial projects. Manhours needed for adap-
ting MMS techniques/procedures to specific Company conditions are
given in the report.

The Man-Machine System is defined according to EWICS Guidelines (See
figure 2 on page 23) which ultimately result in solutions for the
Man-Machine Interfaces, Job Aids, Work Place and Physical Work Envi-
ronment, Operator Recruitment and Training.
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2. BACKGROUND

The Man-Machine System, i.e. a set of cooperating machine elements and
one or several human beings, is a concept which has been known and
used for some time. It emerged from a need for harmonizing the inter-
face between the Man and Machine for military equipment like an airc-
raft or a radar station. It is based on the fact that the machine on
one side has a flexibility which in principle is unlimited, and the
human being on the other is also flexible but unlike the machine has
some definite limits. Thus, it was necessary to find ways of preven-
ting from excess of these limits.

Relatively early the idea of designing the Man-Machine System accor-
ding to an "optimization" principle came into the picture. Man should
do what Man was particularly good at and the Machine what the Machine
was good at. Lists were setup where Man and the Machine were compared
in a number of functions e.g. reaction time, pattern perception etc.
in order to facilitate the allocation of functions between Man and
Machine. There were, however, several reasons why this allocation/op-
timization idea never got outside the Human Engineering textbooks:

- There was something fundamentally wrong in comparing Man and
Machine in very specific functions. It was apparent that the Machi-
ne was superior in certain basic functions like speed and power and
the Machine did not get tired, bored or loose concentration after a
while. The success of the Industrialization was to a large extent
based on just these facts. On the other hand the Machine could not
percieve complex patterns, could not improvise when needed and was
never creative. The interesting MMS solution was not found after
comparing Man and Machine in certain basic functions. The interes-
ting solution was to be found in combining Man and Machine so that
the Machine supplemented Man.

Human Engineering was a relatively new discipline. It has not been
taught on the Technical Universities to any degree until recently.
Normally project Management and Project Engineers had no knowledge
about Human Engineering and quite naturally, hesitated to take MMS
into consideration.

Before 1980 there were very few studies which demonstrated the link
between MMS and important plant parameters like Availability or
Safety. The investigation after the TMI nuclear power plant acci-
dent in 1979, however, demonstrated clearly that there were connec-
tions between poor presentations to the operator, poov procedures
in the plan- etc. and the accident. A poor MMS was in fact a main
cause of the accident.

The Engineer has been trained to use mathematical models as design
tools. The operator can not normally be modelled by traditional
deterministic methods. During recent years, however, methods which
suit human behaviour better have come into use, e.g. Fuzzy sets.
There are reasons to look more optimistically on the possiblities
of modelling Man and Machine and, thus, to increase the sharpness
of the engineering tools for MMS.



In many areas of industry there was very little or no communication
between Operators and Designers. Design Engineers simply did not
know enough of what happened to the control system when it went
into operation. A relatively large amount of modification work e.g.
during testing of the system was accepted as normal. A substantial
part of such modifications normally concerned MMS.



3. STARTING POINT

3.1 Need for MMS development

The Man-Machine System (MMS) and MMS development will be defined in
Chapter 4 "A Strategy for MMS Work" (See e.g. on page 22).

MMS development is an approach which, together with other development
activities, will aim at the main objectives of the plant, i.e. produc-
tivity, availability, safety or maintainability. MMS should be compa-
red and assessed with other means which esn influence these plant
parameters.

On the other hand MMS is a "hidden" design possibility which has been
exploited very little so far. MMS should be considered more actively.

The development of MMS will require resources but if the development
is planned and integrated with other development/procurement activi-
ties MMS will not be particularly resource demanding and it has
potentials for cost/effectiveness.

The need for MMS will vary from one situation to another depending on
a number of factors:

- Production value
- Complexity of the process
- Time characteristics of the process
- Tolerances of the process
- Hazards of the process
- Work environment requirements
- Thoroughness of the project, e.g. whether a section of the plant is

going to be retrofitted or a totally new plant is being developed.

Some "rules of thumb" will be formulated below for each one of these
factors. A systematic MMS development should be taken into account in
a project in the following cases:

Production value: If the daily production of the process has a value
of at least 50.000 dollars.

Complexity of the process: If the total process contains at least
three subprocesses which have to be coordinated.

Time characteristics of the process: If the process is very fast or
is very slow, i.e. main process status changes take less than 10
seconds or more than two hours.

Tolerances of the process: If tolerances of the output are very low.

Hazards of the process: If the process in itself or agents have
potential for damage which will cost at least 200.000 dollars to re-
store.

Work environment requirements: If there are national requirements
etc. concerning the work environment of plant operation and maintenan-
ce jobs.



Thoroughness of the project: If at least one of the subprocesses
will be retrofitted with a new process control system.

Beside these process factors there are also other factors which will
influence the priority of MMS development:

- Plant, Company or Industry policy.
- Opinion of Plant Management or Project Management.
- Opinion of the Unions.

3.2 Problem Scenarios

Quite naturally the MMS problem situation will vary from one project
to another. For instance, one plant may be characterized by large
costs of production, moderate complexity and low output tolerances.
Plant Management has decided to procure a new control system which
will be taken over by the present personnel with thorough process
experience.

Another process is characterized by a production which is highly
hazardous. The production system is of average complexity. A complete-
ly new plant will be developed.

A third process is characterized by large costs of production, low
tolerances, relatively high complexity and hazards. Some operator sup-
port systems will be developed to supplement to the present control
system.

The list of examples can be made very long, but it will be of little
practical use unless it is analyzed further.

In order to make the text hopefully more accessible for the reader a
set of Problem Scenarios will be described. The intention is that the-
se will illustrate typical MMS issues in process industries to-day.
These scenarios will be referred to in several places of this report.



PROBLEM SCENARIO 1

Process: Pulp production.

Short description of
the project:

The conventional, hardwired instrumenta-
tion of one of the subprocesses (out of
three) will be exchanged. Additionally one
new subprocess including instrumentation
will be developed. The two new control sys-
tems will be computer based and will be int-
roduced into the present control room. Con-
ventional, hardwired mimic displays will be
combined with computer driven VDU screens
and keyboards in this control room.

Plant Organization: The present Operators will take over the
modified control room. There are one or two
Operators for each subprocess. The added
fourth subprocess will be handled by avai-
lable Operators.

There will be no change in the number and
type of signals between the plant and the
control room for the present three subpro-
cesses.

Process and plant
characteristics:

The production of pulp is a continuous
process. The subprocesses are operated quite
independently in a linkal order, one after
the other. Between each subprocess there are
small buffer stores for material produced.
These stores will be used particularly when
any of the three subprocesses are out of
balance.

MMS problems: 1. The placement of the new work stations
(VDU screens + keyboards) in relation to
the conventional displays so that an
efficient communication can be maintained
between the operators. This is especially
important when there are production prob-
lems in one of the subprocesses.

2. The placement of the operating consoles
of each subprocess so that visits to the
plant can be made quickly and field
operators from the plant can be recieved
directly.

3. The number of VDU screens which will be
needed to monitor and operate each sub-
process efficiently.



4. The generation of specifications for the
computer software of the MMS interface,
e.g. response time, picture guality, sym-
bols, operating facilities etc.

5. The design of VDU Pictures and a Picture
Library so that Process Monitoring and
Operation can be performed efficiently
and safely, e.g. during start-up, normal
operation, change of production, distur-
bed operation, emergency operation,
shut-down, fault-finding and maintenance.

6. The lighting in the Control Room espe-
cially as the conventional instrumenta-
tion requires relatively high illumina-
tion levels and the VDU screens reduced
levels.

7. The design of each operator work station
including screens, keyboards, consoles,
chairs, documentation (e.g. instructions)
to allow for efficient work without
tiring and unhealthy postures.

w
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PROBLEM SCENARIO 2

Process:

Short description of
the project:

Plant Organization:

Process and plant
characteristics:

Steam and electrical power production and
distribution in a pulp and paper industry.

The control system including a new control
room will be developed, i.e. the present
local control places for steam generation
and steam distribution will be centralized.
A new large steam generating process will be
developed as part of the total project.

The steam generation in the plant has so far
been made in several places which were
locally controlled. The operation of each
one of the steam generators was considered a
relatively simple job, in which the 0p?ra-
tor often started his career in that plant.

The new operator job is more advanced and
reguires plant experience and possibly also
higher competence. The power generation and
distribution for the total plant are cont-
rolled from here.

The generated steam is used in several pla-
ces of the paper and pulp production. There
are about 30 consumers using steam of
varying pressure between 0,5 and 55 BARA.
Steam is also used for electrical power
generation via three turbines before being
consumed in the plant. The electrical power
generated will be maximum 50 MW. The total
steam generation will be maximum 200
tons per hour. The steam generator will be
fired by bark or oil.

With the new steam generator the steam pro-
duction becomes centralized. The availabili-
ty of the steamer becomes critical. Termi-
nated or reduced production becomes very
costly. Safety also becomes increasingly
important with the increased size of the
prncess.
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MMS problems: 1. The Control System for the plant has to
be specified. The specifications conce-
rning Automation Configuration have to be
decided upon based on Operational
descriptions of the steam power and
electrical power generation plant.

2. The set of new operator jobs will be
defined concerning tasks and competence
requirements. A job organization for
shift teams etc. has to be set up.

3. The Maintenance tasks for the whole power
production and consumption system will be
defined and the maintenance will be orga-
nized.

U. The Man-Machine Interface (MMIf) will be
specified as part of the Control System
specifications.

5. The evaluation of Vendor Proposals and
Quotations on the MMIf will be made.

6. The design of VDU Pictures and a Picture
Library which will allow all kinds of
plant operation and monitoring like
start-up, normal operation, change of
production/consumption, disturbed opera-
tion, fault localization and diagnosis,
emergency operation, shut-down and main-
tenance. (This statement assumes a compu-
ter based MMIf in the control room. There
is nothing in MMS work, however, which
says that the solution has to be computer
based. But it is the most likely type of
solution to-day).

7. The number of VDU screens which will be
needed to monitor and operate the whole
process efficiently and safely.

8. The layout of the control room to allow
efficient communication between operators
of the same shift; between control room
operators and field operators etc.

9. The design of each operator work stations
including screens, other types of disp-
lay, keyboards, consoles, chairs, docu-
mentation and other aids to allow for
efficient man-process communication wit-
hout tiring and unhealthy postures.



PROBLEM SCENARIO 3
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Process: Electrical power generation (nuclear power
plant).

Short description of
the project:

The plant which has been in operation for
about ten years has a conventional, hardwi-
red control system and a central control
room. Some operator support systems aiming
for increased plant productivity and plant
safety will be developed. These support sys-
tems which will be operated from the central
control room are the following:

1. A simulation facility which will allow
the operator to study the effect of an
intended operational action before it is
executed. This aid will make it possible
to operate the plant closer to operating
limits and, thus, to increase production
with a few percent (which represents a
lot of money).

2. A set of procedures which will facilitate
for the operator to detect earlier when
the plant has reached a state which may
lead to hazards. This kind of aid is cal-
led Symptom-Based Operating Procedures.
There will also be a set of logic diag-
rams with adhering procedures which will
support the operator when diagnosing
symptoms.

Plant Organization: The plant Control System will remain unc-
hanged. The present operating and maintenan-
ce staff will also remain in their positions
and will keep their responsibilities and
tasks.

Process and plant
chardcteristics:

The main subsystems, i.e. the reactor
for steam generation, the main circulation
system of the reactor, the turbines and the
generator are closely interrelated. Besides
there are several support and safety sys-
tems. The electrical power production of 750
MW supplies base power load for the 400 kV
electrical network.

Nearly all nuclear power plants in operation
are equipped with conventional hardwired
control systems. However, computer based VDL)
presentations have been introduced but only
for signals from the plant. All plant cont-
rol is still hardwired. This control system
conservatism is caused by a requirement of
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"proven design" which so far has been diffi-
cult to fulfil for e.g. computer software.

The experience from the nuclear power plant
is that a well designed conventional control
room functions well. The function can be
enhanced with certain support systems to the
Operating Personnel. Some of these aids
require computers due to the complex model-
ling in combination with the processing of
large quantities of data. Such an aid is the
Process Simulator which will allow the ope-
rator to test possible operating actions in
order to find out their effects on central
plant parameters such as production, plant
availability or plant safety.

The second support system, the Symptom-Based
Operating Procedures may be realized as a
conventional paper-based instruction in
which the operator is directed to look for
those instruments and values which can indi-
cate a critical state of the plant. When the
operator has got a positive indication he
can use adhering procedures via logic diag-
rams to find out what has caused the symp-
tom. These procedures may alternatively be
computer-based.

MMS problems: 1. The operation of the plant needs to be
described so that "critical operations"
can be detectt i.e. operations where
there are substantial risks of violation
of plant production or saf°ty goals. The
State Diagram technique may be used. A
job description method will be used to
define the "off-line" plant simulation
technique.

2. The evaluation of "critical operation"
with respect to influences on main plant
parameters as power production, plant
availability and plant safety. Decision
on support systems which are most
cost/effective.

3. The definition of plant sections which
need to be modelled for the simulator.
Specification of fidelity requirements of
the simulation, i.e. the degree of agree-
ment between the simulation model and
real plant operation.



4. The definition of an MMIf and a dialogue
for the simulator and a procedure for
evaluation of possible differences bet-
ween simulation parameters and plant
parameters.

5. The testing of the simulator. The result
of the simulation will be compared with
actual outcome from the plant. A test
program with the definition of test
variables and tolerances will be set up.

6. The definition of a set of central plant
parameters (not more than ten) and limits
of each variable within which the value
is a symptom of "something is wrong in
the plant".

7. The definition of logic trees to be used
for diagnosing each symptom defined in 6.

8. The specifications for the implementation
of the aid systems in a computer inclu-
ding MMIf and a dialogue.

9. The specification on how the two support
systems should be integrated in the pre-
sent control room.
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PROBLEM SCENARIO

Process:

Short description of
the project:

Plant Organization:

Process and net
characteristics:

Electrical Power distribution of the 130
kV and 50-20 kV networks + hydroelectric
power production and water level control.

A new centralized supervision and control
system for power distribution, power pro-
duction and water distribution will be
developed. A new central control room and
some new local control places will be
developed as well. At present the control
of these "subprocesses" are made from
local control rooms and control places
between which there is telephone communi-
cation.

The personnel who are controlling the
electrical power distribution, the power
generation and the water distribution
from local control places will be trans-
ferred to the new control centers.

The new control system means that the
communication between central and local
centers will be more efficient. The new
control system will allow operations from
more than one place. In the old system it
was limited to one place, i.e. the local
control place.

The electrical power distribution is di-
vided into a nationwide 400 kV network,
which is controlled from Stockholm. The
400 kV net feeds into regional networks.
The control system in one of these
regions will be replaced in the present
project. Within the region there are a
central control centre and several local
centres. The communication efficiency
between central and local centres will be
increased, especially during net distur-
bances.

There are also hydroelectric power sta-
tions within this region. They produce
about 275 MW electrical power. The cont-
rol has been conducted from local centres
but will be implemented in the new rent-
ral control room. In connection with the
hydroelectric power generation the water
in the river will be controlled from
here, e.g. for shipping.
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MMS problems: 1. The description of states and state
transitions of the three "subproces-
ses"; electrical power distribution,
electrical power generation and water
level control.

2. The definition of critical operational
situations.

3. The development of evaluation techni-
ques to be used for vendor solutions
and quotations.

4. The specification of a control system
for the three subprocesses among
others the automation configuration.

5. The specification of MMIf needed for
operation/monitoring of the three sub-
processes.

6. The specification of operator support
systems needed.

7. The evaluation of vendor's quotation.

8. The revision of specifications to ven-
dor.

9. The follow-up of vendors engineering
work and testing of deliveries.

10. The specification of a training prog-
ram for operators and maintenance per-
sonnel .
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PROBLEM SCENARIO b

Process:

Short description of
the project:

Plant Organization:

Plant and process
characteristics:

MMS problems:

Electrical power generation
(nuclear power plant).

The nuclear power plant has been in ope-
ration for some years. The operating per-
sonnel who took part in the commissioning
and the start-up of the plant are well
trained. The start-up period gave the
operators thorough experience and know-
ledge of the plant.

Recently recruited operators will not get
the same amount of on-the-job experience
as the "first generation operators" as
the plant runs for long periods without
any operational interventions or distur-
bances. At present the plant has been
operated more than a year without a
shut-down or a major disturbance.

A training program for the "second gene-
ration operators" will be developed.

The present organization for the Opera-
ting Staff will remain unchanged, if pos-
sible. The operator training will be
modified and will aim for a good mix of
theoretical and practical training and
actual job-in-operator-positions. A
career for operators will be organized
which will allow an operator to move to
the shift leader position via training
periods and operator jobs no sooner than
within five years.

See Problem Scenario 3.

1. The performance of Job Descriptions
for operator jobs. Definition of "Ty-
pical Tasks" which will be used for
the specification of training con-
tents.

2. The definition of training objectives
for the operator positions.

3. The design of a training program cove-
ring the whole operator career and
mixing theoretical and practical trai-
ning with actual operator work.
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4. The dividing of the training program
into subunits, e.g. courses. Defini-
tion of objectives, training methods,
and follow-up techniques for each
subunit.

5. The specification of special training
aids, e.g. special text books, trai-
ning material, training simulators,
mock-up aids etc.

6. The development of individual courses
within the training program, including
training of instructors etc.

7. The implementation of the training
program.

8. The evaluation of the training prog-
ram.



PROBLEM SCENARIO 6
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Process: Offshore oil and gas production.

Short description of
the project:

A platform for oil and gas production in
the North Sea will be developed inclu-
ding a centralized control system which
will allow control/monitoring of main
subprocesses including safety systems.
The large part of the control will be
conducted from a central control room. A
substantial part of the control will be
conducted locally, though.

The MMS development including design of
Operator Jobs, Man-Machine Interface and
Operating Support Systems will be perfor-
med in parallel with the Control System
Development.

Plant Organization: There are two completely independent
offshore organizations, one for drilling
and one for oil and gas production.

Most offshore oil and gas production pro-
cesses which presently are in operation
are characterized by local control cent-
res spread over the platform. In plat-
forms taken into operation during the
last years status signals are sent to a
centre for displaying. Control actions
are organized from here. The actual con-
duct of control actions is made locally,
however.

In the most modern platforms control
actions will be carried out from the
central control room as well as from
local places.

The shift of about 15 persons takes care
of the operation. It is on duty for 12
hours and is off for 12. This goes on for
a fortnight when the two shifts offshore
go onshore and will be free for three
weeks.

Plant and process
characteristics:

The hydrocarbon is brought up from the
source via a set of wells which have been
drilled by the drilling organization.

Some wells are being used for oil and gas
production, some wells for reinjection of
water and sometimes gas. The reason for
this reinjection is to preserve the pres-
sure in the wells. Reinjected gas may be
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taken up later on via the production
platform for commercial use.

The hydrocarbon is a mixture of crude oil
and gas. Oil and gas are separated in the
first subprocess. Water and some other
agents are separated as well.

Most of the oil and gas separation hap-
pens spontaneously when the pressure of
the hydrocarbon is reduced.

The separation will go on until the crude
oil has attained the specified quality
when it is sold for further refinement.
Gas may be sold or may be reinjected into
the well. Before being reinjected the gas
is compressed again.

Thus, the main subprocesses contain a
train of very large separators and comp-
ressors. Supports as electrical power,
heating radium, cooling medium, compres-
sed air, oily water treatment, ventila-
tion etc. will be needed. Because of the
hazards connected with hydrocarbon treat-
ment there are also safety systems which
will shut down or depressurize the main
processes if there is a gas leakage or a
fire.

MMS problems: 1. The description of the plant and the
processes which will allow the defini-
tion of critical operations.

2. The definition of critical operations.

3. The development of evaluation techni-
ques for Control Room Layout, VDU pic-
tures and Nan-Process dialogue, e.g.
Mock-up & Talk-through techniques.

4. The definition of a MMIf strategy
which will allow a successful opera-
tion of critical situations.

b. The specification of a central control
room organization and layout.

6. The specification of Operator Jobs.

7. The specification of the VDU Picture
organization and the Picture Library.

8. The specification of Operating Proce-
dures.
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9. The specification of Alarm Handling
strategies.

10. The specification of special Operator
Support Systems (besides Alarm Hand-
ling).

11. The evaluations of MMIf etc. using
Critical Scenarios and Talk-Through
Techniques.

12. The modification of specifications as
a result of the evaluations.

13. The monitoring of Vendors' construc-
tions and deliveries.
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A STRATEGY FOR MMS WORK

4.1 The principle of Operation-oriented development

The objective of the process control system, (PCS), the Man-Machine
Interface (MMIf) and the Operator Actions is to allow plant behaviour
as close as possible to the production goal. This goal may be highest
possible production or it may be reduced or varied production.The goal
may include quality aspects as well. It is assumed, however, that the
production goal will be reached in the most cost-effective way. It is
also assumed that the specified plant safety will be maintained.

In order to specify the automation system, the interaction between the
operator and the plant has to be described. There are several techni-
ques for this. The State Diagram technique is normally suitable for
process industries.

A limited number of plant states will be defined in the State Diagram.
Between two states there is a State Transition.

The primary purpose of plant control is to do state transitions or to
maintain states in accordance with production, availability, safety or
maintainability goals of the plant. The state diagram and the state
transitions in a simplified form are shown in figure 1 below.

start up procedures

s*—<:
shut \
down \
state 7*"v̂

auto- \
matic \
procedures

-^ —
shut down

procedures

/ * ~ \
/ ncy

/

I situation

/ \
i normal \
(operation U

yincident •

\ normal
] operation

/ procedure

<r \
7 distur- \1 bance I
Vsituation/

Figure 1 A simplified state diagram for process industry
showing major states and state transitions.

This state diagram can be resolved further. States can be added, e.g.
concerning maintenance. A state transition can be divided into sub-
units. So will the start-up procedures involve preparation and start
of a number of subsystems as electrical and hydraulic power, cooling
medium, etc.

Parameters like time and flows can be added to the state transitions.
Normal plant states and state transitions can be thoroughly specified
in this way. The specification of disturbances are, of course, more
complicated and requires extensive analyses. But such analyses can
preferably be done in connection with the definition of the state
diagram.
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The state diagram should be used for the definition of a number of
operational situations which may be used further for the specification
of the Automation System, the Man-Machine Interface and the Operator
Actions.

The State Diagram Technique has so far been used for the specification
of parts of the MMS in nuclear power plants ti] and in Offshore oil
and gas production [2].

4.2 EWICS Guidelines

It became apparent when Man-Machine System work was initiated in plant
projects that some Guidelines were needed. Guidelines for MMS develop-
ment for military or space systems were already available (See e.g.
[3] ). The development of Guidelines for industries was started in
several places. For instance, the accident at the Three Mile Island
Nuclear Power Plant in Pennsylvania USA initiated a set of Guidelines
for MMS in nuclear power plants.

About 1980 MMS guidelines work was started within the European Works-
hop for Industrial Computer Systems (EWICS), Technical Committee 6;
Man-Machine Communication. These "Guidelines for the Design of Man—
Machine Interface" [4, 5, 6, 7] represent a systems approach and a
main theme is that MMS have to be based on operational requirements.

Unlike the MMS guidelines made specifically for the nuclear power
industry EWICS guidelines were made to fit process industry in gene-
ral. Hearings were held with representatives for several process
industries in order to check and evaluate the feasibility of the gui-
delines, e.g. for electrical power production, chemical industries,
cement industries, metallurgical industries etc.

The EWICS Guidelines are organized on three levels:

- Level 1 concerns the early stages of project planning and inves-
tigation which can ultimately affect the provision of man-machine
interfaces (MMIfs).

- Level 2 concerns design activities which lead to the functional
specification of the MMIfs and some related support areas.

- Level 3 concerns the translation of functional specifications into
design for MMIfs and for some related support areas.

These guidelines concern not only the MMIfs themselves, but also other
related areas which contribute to the effective functioning of the
MMIfs, in particular: the workplace and physical work environment;
recruitment, training and competency of operating staff; job design
and the provision of appropriate job aids.

The reason why the guidelines cannot concentrate on the MMIf alone is
the dependence between the MMIf itself and the other issues listed
above. In fact the MMIf, the workplace, job training & competency
requirements and job aids together define the Man-Machine System
(MMS). Decisions on all MMS issues will influence the human function



considerably and will also influence system goals, such as plant avai-
lability/productivity and system safety. Thus, the work leading to
the decisions on the other MMS issues should be undertaken in close
conjunction with that of the actual MMIf design.

In practice, however, one or more of these interrelated issues will
normally be fixed in advance. The degree of freedom varies between
projects. The Problem Scenarios reported in the previous chapter
illustrate how the scope of the project will influence its degree of
freedom for MMS design. The implication of the project constraints
must be thought through systematically in order to estimate their
effects on MMIf and on the other MMS issues.

The structure of EWICS Guidelines is shown in Figure 2. The aim of the
guidelines is to raise essential questions. There is a checklist
for each one of the three level documents. The guidelines will not
tell how to make the Man-Machine System. But the questions and the
checklist will make it easier for a qualified project engineer to
avoid mistakes and to generate reasonable concepts, specifications and
equipment, i.e. to generate solutions which are acceptable from an
MMS point of view.

The use of the EWICS Guidelines checklist is a first step to qualified
MMS work. It may be refined further through use of specific MMS design
tools. Such tools are to some extent available. The State Diagram
Technique referred to earlier represents such a tool.

However, many tools still need to be developed or adapted to specific
branches. But for a relatively moderate cost it is possible for all
process industry branches or companies to generate a set of useful MMS
principles and procedures.

I
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4.3 The "top-down" and "bottom-up" development principles

In many process industries the instrumentation is decided on by the
process specialist, who knaws the individual subsystem but may not
have an overview of the total plant. With this approach the instrumen-
tation of the total plant is built from the accumulation of field
instrumentation. This represents the "bottom-up" approach.

The positive aspect of this approach is that the instrumentation of
individual subprocesses will be done professionally.

In a large plant there are normally several subprocesses which are
interrelated. The interaction needs special control instrumentation
which will not be easily reached by a pure bottom-up approach. The
totality of the process has unique characteristics which have to be
taken into account for instrumentation. The risk of suboptimization
with the bottom-up approach is obvious.

The "top-down" approach works the other way. It looks at the plant as
a totality: "What will be needed in terms of instrumentation to do all
the main operations?" "What will be needed to detect early when a
plant is on the way to developing a severe disturbance?" To answer
this type of questions the interactions between subsystems have to be
taken into consideration as well. The top-down approach will make it
possible to limit instrumentation to what is absolutely necessary from
an operational point of view. It is a way to allow the specification
of instruments which will be needed also due to interactions between
subsystems.

There is a third approach which will make it possible to combine the
top-down approach with the good points of the bottom-up approach. This
is the principle of "top-down approach with look-ahead activities". It
means that one is working strictly according to the top-down approach
but goes tentatively down to the lowest level of details, e.g. on
field instrumentation in certain areas. This is done to check the fea-
sibility of specific solutions before a specification or a solution on
a higher level of resolution is chosen.

The idea of "look-ahead" applied to the development of MMS according
to the EWICS Guidelines is illustrated in figure 3.
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4.4 MMS development within the framework of Systems Engineering

The top-down approach [8] has wider implication than for just MMS. It
is a principle which also may be applied for the whole control system
at the plant. This is already indicated in the MMS activity flow in
Figure 2 on page 25.

The first activities shown in this Figure 2, e.g. "Analysis of Main
System Objectives and Restrictions" and "Functional and Operational
Description of the plant", may also be the starting activities for a
top-down approach to Control System development. The interface between
Control System development and MMS development in early stages of a
project will be the specification of Automation Levels and Configu-
ration. The analysis which is needed for these specifications have to
be based on Process conditions as well as Personnel conditions.

The whole activity will be referred to as Control System and MMS deve-
lopment through Systems Engineering.
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b. MMS REALIZATION

The systems approach to MMS desion in the EWICS Guidelines assumes the
development of a total plant in 11 aspects from the very beginning.
Such far reaching projects are relatively rare. Most projects are
limited in scope and mean that only certain parts of a plant will be
renewed. The problem scenarios described earlier in this report exemp-
lify such project situations.

In all these examples of limited MMS development the top-down approach
and the EWICS Guidelines are as useful as when a total plant will be
developed from scratch.

The fact that most projects just concern parts of the total plant will
have implications for the degrees of freedom in the design of MMS. The
number of restrictions is larger and, thus, the degrees of freedom
lower. But otherwise the guidelines can be used as usual. The Level 1,
Level 2 and level 3 questions should be cleared out. Integrations of
MMS activities and other engineering activities have to be done. Ite->
rations and evaluations all along the work are just as important.
Look-ahead, i.e. tentative realizations of specifications in order to
test feasibility should be made whenever needed.

In order to demonstrate the use of the EWICS Guidelines in projects
with limited degrees of freedom the Problem Scenarios from chapter 2
will be used. The application of the Guidelines in each scenario will
be described.

5.1 User Scenarios

Six User Scenarios (US) are described in the tables on the following
pages.



USCM SCCNARIO 1 Retrofitting of the control systems for pulp production

Short description of the project: 'he conventional, hardwired instrumentation of one of the subprocessea (out of three) will be exchanged. Additionally one new subproceas
including, instrumentation will be developed. The two new control sylterna Mill be computer based and will be introduced into the present
control room. Conventional, hardwired mimic displays will be combined with computer driven VDU screens and keyboards in this control room.

Plant Organisation: Ihe present Operatora will take over the modified control room, there are one or two Operators for each subproceas. Ihe added fourtn
subprocess will be handled by available Operators,

lhere will be no change in the number and type of signals between the plant and the control room for the present three subprocesseB.

Process and plant characteristics: Ihe production of pulp is a continuous process, the subprocesses are operated quite independently in a linkal order, one after the other.
Between each subprocess there are small buffer stores for material produced. These stores will be used particularly when any of the three
subprocesses are out of balance.

HNS Problems defined in the project Comments to MHS problems
Correspondinq CHICS Guidelines
activity Activity realization

1. Ihe placement of the new work stations
(VOU screens • keyboards) in relation to
the conventional displays so that an
efficient communication can be maintained
between the operators. Ihis is especially
important when there are production
problems in one of the subprocesses.

2. Ihe placement of the operating consoles
of each subprocess so that visits to the
plant can be made quickly and field
operators fro» the plant can be recieved
directly.

J. Ihe number of VOU screens which will be
needed to monitor and operate each sub-
proceas efficiently.

ft. Ihe generation of specifications for the
computer software of the MMlf, e.g.
response time, picture quality, symbols,
operatinq facilities etc.

5. Ihe design of VDU Pictures and a Picture
tibrary so that Process Monitoring and
Operation can be performed efficiently
and safely, e.q. during start-up, normal
operation, change of production, distur-
bed uueratton, emergency operation,
shut-down, fault-findinq and maintenance.

Problem No. 1, 2 and 6 concern the layout
of the present control room. Ihe degrees of
freedom in this layout are very restricted.
Ihe remaining hardwired panels can be
moved.

Problem J, ft and } concern the Wlf design.
In the specification phase this can be done
relatively freely. Ihe final solutions
based on suggested Vendor Solutions may
results in far reaching restrictions due to
costs for nonstandard Vendor solutions.

Problem 6 and partly S concern the design
of Work Place and Physical Work Environ-
ment. Ihe restrictions here come from the
layout of the present control room and the
possibilities it offers for lighting and
ventilation.

Ihe Operational Description is realized
using the State Diagram technique for the
Pulp Production Process.

About 10 Critical Operation Scenarios are
generated from the State Diagram, These are
used for the evaluation of Specifications
on the HMIf (Picture Library * No. of
Screens per Work Place) and Work Place and
Control Room Layout.

The Critical Operation Scenarios are also
used in the Evaluation of Vendor solutions.



USCR SCENARIO 1 Retrof i t t ing of the control systems for pulp production (conlinuation)

HMS Problaaa defined in the pro ject Comments to the MKS problems
Correapondinq CMICS Guidelines
act iv i ty Activity realisation

6. the lighting in the Control Room espe-
cially as the conventional instrumentatior
requires relatively high illumination
levels and the VOU screens reduced levels

7. the design or each operator work station
including screens, keyboards, consoles,
chairs, documentat ion (e.g. instructions)
to allo» for efficient »ork without
t i r ing and unhealthy postures.

All problem defined in the project are
round late in the CMICS Guidelines, i.e.
specifications - Level 2 C - and design
- Level 3 - or MHir and Work Places.

lo be able to attack these problems in an
adequate Hay i t is necessary to iterate
back to level 1 concerning Operational
Descriptions.

legend to flow diagram of HHS activit ies

11

1 V

: M4S activity actively
worked with

= HHS activity taken into
consideration for inte-
gration

= HMS activity not worked
with or taken into con.
sideration

A special checklist to be used for the
evaluation of company specifications and
Vendor Solutions is also developed. Cach
question of the checklist is situation
relevant. A set of criteria to be used in
the evaluation were also defined. Ihe check-
list has the following titles:

A: Ihe work places and their placement.

B: Placement of screens, keyboards and
printers.

C: Placement of drawings, instructions etc.

0: Communications in the Control Room (CR).

C: Lightinq and colour in CK.

f: Sound conditions in CR.

G: Ventilation in CR.

H: Floor covers in CR.



USCR SCCNARIO 2 Steam and electrical paver production and diatribution in a pulp and paper induatry

Short description of the project:

Plant Orqanwat ion:

I he control system including a new control room will be developed, i.e. the present local control places Tor steom generation and steam
distribution will be centralized. A net* large steam generating process Hill be developed as part of the total project.

Ihe steam generation in the plant has so Tar been made in several places which »ere locally controlled. Ihe operation of each one of the
steam generators was considered a relatively simple job, in which the Operator often started his career in that plant.

Process and plant characteristics: Ihe generated steam is used in several places or the paper and pulp production. I here are about JO consumers using steam of varying
pressure between 0,5 and SJ BARA. Steam is also uaed for electrical power generation via three turbines before being consumed in the plant
Ihe electrical power generated will be maximum 50 MM. Ihe total steam generation will be matimum 200 tons per hour. Ihe steam generator
will be fired by bark or oil.

With the new steam generator the steam production become» centralized. Ihe availability of the steamer becomes critical, lerminated or
reduced production becomes very costly. Safety also becomes increasingly important with the increased size of the process.

MMS Problems defined in the project Comments to HMS problems
Corresponding CHICS Cuideline»
activity Activity realization

1. Ihe Control System for the plant has to
be specified. Ihe specifications con-
cerning Automation Configuration have to
be decided upon based on Operational
descriptions of the steam power and
electrical power generation plant.

2. Ihe set of new operator lobs will be
defined concerning tasks and competence
requirements. A job organization for
shift teams etc. has to be set up.

). Ihe Maintenance tasks for the whole power
production and consumption system will
be defined and the maintenance will be
organized.

The problems of this scenario can be
organized relatively strict according to
the EMICS Guidelines structure.

There is no Level 1 feasibility/Concept
Study, however.

The project starts with a given Process
and a given Personnel situation.

An Operational Description will be per-
formed as in the initial activity.

Ihe State Diagram technique will be used to
make an Operational Description.

A set of Critical Operational Scenarios
is generated from the State Diagram. These
will be uaed for specifications and evalu-
ations of solutions.

A fully developed technique for the speci-
fication of the Automation Configuration
baaad on the State Diagram/Critical Scenari-
os is -»t available. A Company strstegy »
State Uiagram and State Transitions will be
uaed for this job.



USCII SCCNAR 10 2 Steam and electrical poser production and diatribtuion in • pulp and paper induatry (continuation)

MMS Problem» defined in the project

ft. Ihe Man-Machine Interface (HNID »ill be
specified as part or the Control System
specifications.

V Ihe evaluation of Vendor Proposals and
Quotations on the HHlf »ill be wade.

6. Ihe design of VOU Pictures and a Picture
library which »ill allo» all kinds or
plant operation and monitoring like
start-up, normal operation, change of
production/consumption, disturbed opera-
tion, fault localitation and diagnosis,
emergency operation, shut-down and main-
tenance. (Ihis statement assumes a compu-
ter based MMlf in the control room, there
is nothing in MMS »ork. however, which
says that the solution has to be computer
based. But it is the moat likely type or
solution to-day).

7. Ihe number of VOU screen» which will be
•ceded to monitor and operate the whole
process efficiently and safely.

8. Ihe layout of the control room to allow
efficient communication between operators
of the same shift; between control room
operators and field operators etc.

9. Ihe design of each operator work
stations including screens, other types
or display, keyborads, consoles, chairs,
documentation and other aids to allow
for efficient man-process communication
without tiring and unhealthy postures.

Comments to the MMS problems
Corresponding CHICS Guidelines!
activity Activity realisation

Ihe Stale Diagram/Slate Transition » a
tentative Automation Configuration ia used
for the generation of Operator tasks. Ihene
are allocated to Operator Job». Ihis in
also done Tor Maintenance Job».

t»change or informal ion between procuus
and operators is defined, i.e. MHIf are
specified.

Specifications are sent to possiblt
Vendors with Request for Quotation.

Vendor Proposals are evaluated usinq
Critical Scenarios.

Specifications are set up:

• VOU Picture Library

- Operator Work Place

- Physical Hark environment

- Layout of Control Room

evaluations are made usinq Critical
Scenarios.



USC* SCCNAR10 J Clactrical power generation (nuclear power plant)

Short description of the project: Ihe plant which haa bean in operation for about tan yeara ha» a conventional, hardwired control system and a central control room. S o w ope-
rator support system* aiming Tor increased plant productivity and plant sarety will be developed. Ihese support tystas» which will be opera-
ted fro» the central control roan are the following!

1. A simulation facility which will allow the operator to atudy the effect of an intended operational action before it is »»tcuted. this aid
»ill make it possible to operate the plant cloaar to operating limits and, thus, to increase production with a few percent (which represents
a lot of money).

2. A set or procedures which will facilitate for the operator to detect earlier when the plant has reached a state which siay lead to hwtrdu
This kind or aid ia called Symptom-Bssed Operating Procedures. There will alao be a set of logic diagrams with adhering procedures which wil
support the operator when diagnosing symptoms.

Plant Orqaniiation: Ihe plant Control System will remain unchanged. Ihe present operating and maintenance starr will also remain in their positions .mil
keep their responsibilities and tasks

• i l l

Process and plant character »st ics: Ihe main subsystems, i.e. the reactor for steam generation, the main circulation system of the reactor, the turbines and the generator are
closely interrelated. Besides there sre several support and safety systems. Ihe electrical power production or 7*0 m supplies base power
load ror the 400 kV electrics' network.
Nearly all nuclear power plants in operation have been equipped with conventional hardwired control systems. However, computer based VOU
presentations have been introduced but only ror signals from the plant. All essential plant control is still hardwired. This control system
conservatism is caused by a requirement or "proven design- which so rar has been dirricult to fulfil ror e.g. computer software.

Ihe experience from the nuclear power plant is that a well designed conventional control room functions well. Ihe function can be enhsneed
with certain support systems to the Operating Personnel. Some or these aids require computers due to the couple» modelling in combination
with the processing or large quantities or data. Such an aid is the Process Simulator which will allow the operator to test possible opera-
ting actions in order to rind out their errecls on central plant parameters huch as production, plant availability or plant safety.
Ihe second support system, the Symptom-Based Operating Procedures may be realiied as a conventional paper-based instruction in which the
operator is directed to look ror those instruments and values which can indicate a critics! state or the plant. When the operator hav got it
positive indication he can us» adhering procedures via logic diagrams to rind out what haa caused the symptom. These procedures may alterna-
tively be computer-based.

HNS Problems defined in the project

Ihe operation of the plant needs to be
described so that "critical operations"
can be detected, i.e. operations where
there are substantial risks of violation
of the plant production or sarety goals.
Ihe State Diagram technique may be used.
A job description method will be used to
define the "off-line" plant simulation
technique.

Ihe evaluation of "critical operation"
with respect to influences on main plant
parameters as power production, plant
availability and plant sarety. Decision
on support systems which are most
cost/effective.

Comments to NNS problems

Although the process, plant organiiation,
operator jobs and the MNir will be unchanged
it ia necessary to start with an Operational
description.

Ihe generation and selection or Critical
Scenarios »ill be directed towards situ-
ations in which the aid systems will be
particularly relevant.

Correaponding CM!CS Cuidelinea
activity Activity realization

Ihe State Diagram technique will be used for
the Operational Description.

Quite an eatensive job has to be done lor
the generation or Critical Scenarios, i.e.
operational situations in which either or
the two operstor support systems will be
useful, i.e. win lead to aubstantial
effects on mam plant parameters like pro-
duction (evaluation in absolute terms) and
sarety.

2



USCft SCC NAR IO J Electrical potiar generation (nuclear power plant] (continuation)

NMS Problems defined in the project

J. The definition of plant sections which
need to be »ode1led for the simulator.
Specification of ridelity requirements of
the simulation, i.e. the deqree of agree-
ment between the simulation Mode) and
real plant operation.

4. the definition of an MMlf and a dialogue
for the simulator and a procedure Tor
evaluation of possible differences bet-
ween simulation parameters and plant
parameters.

5. Ihe testing of the simulator, fhe result
of the simulation will be compared with
actual outcome from the plant. A test
program with the definition of test
variables and tolerances will be set up.

parameters (not more than ten) and limits
of each variable within which the value
is a symptom of "something is wrong in
the plant".

7. Ihe definition of logic trees to be used
for diagnosing each symptom defined in 6.

8. Ihe specifications for the implementation
of the aid systems in a computer inclu-
ding WIT and a dialogue.

9. Ihe specification on how the two support
systems should be integrated in the pre-
sent control room.

Comments to the HNS problems

the development of the plant simulator is
only partially an HMS activity. Beside MMS
there are modelling and programming etc.
activities.

It is essential that the plant simulator
is tested, i.e. the agreement between
the simulation and the real plant behaviour
has to be proved in operational situations
where the simulator will be used.

The second Aid System concerns the
developing of Symptom-Based Disturbance
Operation.

The technical methods for the realization
of Symptom-Baaed Disturbance support may
be a special display of the critical
paramters, i.e. • Critical Function
Monitoring System.

Corresponding CVICS Guidelines
activity

Ihe Aid Systems which concern the CW1CS
Guidelines activity Job Aids will not
change the traditional MMK or the control
room.

Activity realisation

Ihe development of the two Aid System* is
a relatively large Job covering several man
year». Ihere are manufacturers of these
kind of lid systems especially made for nu-
clear power plants.

It is essential that the Operator/User
specifies well in functional termti. Alsu
HbHvnliul are tlic evaluation tnuls aiul
critical operational situations.



US» SCtMA»10 « electrical Power distribution of the 1)0 kV and 50-10 kV nätverks • hydroelectric power production and water level control

Short description of the project:

Plant Organization:

Process and network
characteristics:

A ne« centralized supervision and control system for power distribution, power production and water distribution will be developed.
A new central control room and sow new local control places will be developed as well. At present the control of the» "subprocenstrs"
are made fro» local control roois and control pieces between which there ia telephone communication.

I he personnel who are controlling the electric»! power distribution, the power generation and the water distribution fro» local ccmlrul
places Mill be transferred to the new control centers.

the new control system means that the communication between central and local centers will be more efficient. The new control syste* will
allow operations from more than one place. In the old system it waa liuited to one place, i.e. the local control place.

the electrical power distribution is divided into a nationwide 400 kV network, which is controlled from Stockholm. The 400 kV net feeds
into regional networks, the control system in one of these regions will bo replaced in the present project. Within the region there are
a central control centre and several local centres. The communication efficiency between central and local centres will be increased,
especially during net disturbances.

there are also hydroelectric power stations within this region. Ihey produce about 27) MH electrical power, the control has been con.
ducted from local centres but will be implemented in the new cen'.ral control room. In connection with the hydroelectric power generation
the water in the river will be controlled from here, e.g. for shipping.

MNS Problems defined in the project Comments to MMS problems
Corresponding CMICS Cuidelines
activity Activity realization

ON

1. Ihe description of statea and state tran-
sition of the three "subprocesses";
electrical power distribution, electrical
power generation and water level control.

2. Ihe definition of critical operational
situations.

3. The development of evaluation techniques
to be used for vendor solutions and
quotations.

4. Ihe specification of a itrol system
for the three subprocesses among others
the automation configuration.

5. the specification of HHlf needed for
operation/monitoring of the three
subprocesses.

6. The specification of operator support
systems needed.

The HMS problems start with the Operational
Description of the three subprocesses.
there is no tevel 1 activity, i.e. a
feasibility/Concept Study.

The Control System Analysts resulting in
specifications ror HHIf and Job Aids
are carried through strictly. A limited
Training Analysis is conducted.

Evaluation tools based on Critical Scena-
rios are generated for the evaluation of
Vendor solutions.

A qood technique for the Specification of
Automation configuration is still lacking.

The State Diagram technique with state
transitions is used to describe the process
which is divided into three separate sub-
processes.

Critical Operational Scenarios based on
individual "Operational functions" or
combination of Operational functions are
generated.

The Critical Scenarios are used along the
project for the evaluation of Vendor
solutions. A Simple Telk-lhrough procedure
is used for these evaluations.

Critical Scenarios • enperience from the
present system are used for MMlf and Job
Aids.



UStB SCENARIO * Electric»! Power distribution of the 1)0 kV and 50-20 hV networks • hydroelectric power production and water level control

7. the evaluation of vendor'» quotation.

8. Inc revision of specifications to vendor.

9. The follow-up of vendors engineering
•ork and testing of deliveries.

10. Ihe specification or a training program
for operators and maintenance personnel.

HMS Problems defined in the project Coaaentm to the NNS problems

Ihe experienced operators from the old
system are transferred to the new system.
The training can be limited to supplemen-
tary training of the new control system.

Corresponding CWICS Guidelines
activity Activity realwution

Crit ical Scenarios and talk Ihrouqli
techniques are used for the evaluation
and follow-up.



USE» SCENARIO J Electrical potter generation (nuclear power plant)

Short deacription of the project:

Plant Organization:

Procesa and plant characteristics

the nuclear power plant has been in operation for some years. Ihe operating personnel who took part in the commissioning and the start-up
of the plant are well trained. The start-up period gave the operators thorough experience and knowledge of the plant.

Recently recruited operators will not get the same amount of on-the-job experience aa the "first generation operators" as the plant runs
for long periods without any operational interventions or disturbances. At present the plant has been operated »ore than a year without »
shut-down or a major disturbance. A träning program for the "second generation operators" will be developed.

The present organization for the Operating Staff will remain unchanged, if possible. The operator training will be Modified and will aim
for a good (Min of theoretical and practical training and actual job-in-operator-positions. A career for operators will be organized which
will allow an operator to move to the shift leader position via training periods and operator jobs no sooner than within five years.

Ihe electrical power production 7)0 MM supplies base load for the 400 kV electrical network.

Ihe rain subsystems, i.e. the reactor Tor steam generation, the main circulation system or the reactor, the turbines and the generator are
closely interrelated. Besides there are several support and safety systems.

Nearly all nuclear power plants in operation are equipped with conventional hardwired control systems. However, computer based VDU presen-
tations have been introduced but only for the presentation of signals from the plant. All essential plant control is still hardwired. Ihe
plant is operated from a central Control Room. Some actions take place in the plant.

MHS Problems defined in the project Comments to MHS problems
Corresponding CHICS Cuidelinca
activity Activity realization

1. The performance of Job Descriptions for
operator jobs. Definition of "Typical
Tasks" which will be used for the speci-
ficat ion of training contents.

2. lhe definition of training objectives
for the operator positions.

}. The design of a training program cove-
ring the whole operator career and
mixing theoretical and practical
training with actual operator work.

This scenario concerns a strict Systematic
Operator Training Development. There are
no MMlf development. Ihe EHICS Guidelines
strategy is still useful.

The Operational Description is carried out
using the State Diagram and State Tran-
sition technique. The State Transitions are
resolved into Operator Tasks.

Experienced Operators are contributing to
Task Evaluations.

The Training development is carried out
in close cooperation between the Training
Development Specialists and the Plant
Instructors.
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MHS Problem» defined in the project Comment» to the HMS problems
Corresponding tWtCS Guideline!
activity Act iv i ty rea l i za t ion

4. Ihe dividing of the training program
into suOunits. e.g. courses. Ueiinition
01 ODjectives, training methods
and folloM-up techniques for each
subunit.

i . Ihe specification of special training
aids, e.g. special text books, training
material, training simulators, mock-up
aids etc.

6. Ihe development of individual courses
within the training program, including
training of instructors etc.

7. I he implementation of the training pro-

8. Ihe evaluation of the training program.

Ihe present Operator training is taken
into account, i.e. present courses are
expressed with the terminology used in
the Operator 1 raining development.

An Mls"-status of operator training is
defined by the present Training Program.

A "Should"-status is defined by the
Development Training Program.

The difference between the "ls"-status
and the "ShoulcT-status defines what has
to be added to (reduced from) the present
program.

The evaluation of the Training is carried
out in an expert group of three persons, one
Training Development Specialist, one Opera-
tor and One Training Simulation Specialist.



USCH SCENARIO 4 Offahore oil and qua production

Short description of the project:

Plant organization:

Plant and process characteristics:

A platform Tor oil and gas production in the North Seu will be developed including a centrnli/ed control system which will ill low control/moni-
tor»*) of nain subprocesses including safety systems. Hie large part of the control will be conducted (roa a central control room. A substantial
part of the control will be conductrd locally, though.

I lie HNS development including design of Operator Jobs, Man-Machine Interface and Operating Support Systems will he performed in parallel with
the Control System development.

Ihere are two completely independent ciffshure organisations, one for drilling and one for nil and gas production.

Urfshore oil nnd gas production processes which are in operation now are characterized by local control centres spread over the platform. In
pl.it forms taken into operation during the last years status signals are sent to a centre Tor displaying. Control actions ore organized from
here, lhe actual conduct of contrul actions is made locally, however.

In the moat modern platforms control actions will be carried out from the central control room as well as from local places.

Ihe shift of about 1i persons takes care of the operation. It is on duty for 12 hours and is off for 12. Ihis goes on for a fortnight when the

two shifts offshore go onshore and will he free for three weeks.

Ihe hydrocarbon is brought up from the source via a set of wells which have been drilled by the drilling urnanwation.

Some wells are being used for oil and gas production, some wells for reinject ion of water and sometimes gas. Ihe reason for this reinjection is
to preserve the pressure in the wells. He injected gas may be taken up later on via the production platform for commercial use.

Ihe hydrocarbon is » mioture of crude oil and qas. Oil and qas are separated in the rirst sunprocess. Water and some other aqents are separated
as well.

Most of the oil and qas separation happens spontaneously when the pressure of the hydrocarbon is reduced.

Ihe separation will go on until the crude oil has attained the specified quality when it is sold for further refinement. Gas may be sold or may

be reinjected into the well. Before being reinjected the gas is compressed aqain.

thus, the main subprocesses contain a train of very large separators and compressors. Supports as electrical power, heating medium, cooling
medium, compressed air, oily water treatment, ventilation etc, will be needed. Because of the hazards connected with hydrocarbon treatment
there are also safety systems which will shut down or depressurwe the main processes if there is a gas leakage or a fire.

NMS problems defined in the project Comments to NNS problems
Corresponding CHICS Guidelines
activity Activity realization

1. Ihe description of the plant and the
processes which will allow the defini-
tion of critical operations.

2. Ihe definition of critical operations.

}. Ihe development of evaluation techniques
for Control Room Layout, VDU pictures
and Nan-Process dialogue, e.g. Mock-up
A lalk-through techniques.

A. Ihe definition of a MMlf strategy which
will allow a successful operation of
critical situations.

">. Ihe specification of a central control
room organization and la\out.

6. Ihe specification of Operator Jobs.

Ihe development of HHS is following the
CWICS Guidelines relatively strictly.

Deviations from CWICS Guidelines will be
made due to the fact that the Control
System development traditionally follows
a bottom-up procedure starting with the
definition of field instrumentation. Ihis
is due to the fact that the oil and gas
production process until recently has had
no central control system. Ihe production
was built up from a set of individually
controlled subprocesses.

Ihe State Diagram and State Transition
technique is used.

Critical Scenarios are generated to be
used for the evaluation of solutions all
through the project.

Specifications to be included in Requests
of Quotation are being put together.
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MHS Probleaa defined in the project

7. the specification of the VOU Picture
Organisation snd the Picture library.

8. the specification of Operating Proce-
dures.

9. the specification of Alar» Handling
strategies.

10. (he specification of special Operator
Support Systea» (besides Alarm Handlinq).

11. the evaluations of MNIf etc. usinq
Critical Scenarios and talk-through
techniques.

12. the Modification of specifications as
a result of the evaluations.

13. the Monitoring of Vendors' constructions
and deliveries.

Coaaenta to the MNS problems

this is part of HHlf specification.

this is part of HMlf and Job Aids Speci-
fication.

Ihir. is part of Job Aids Specification,

this is part of Job Aids Specification.

Evaluations are carried out all through
the development during specification as
well as realization phases.

Corresponding tMICS Cuidelinea
activity Activity realiiation

the lalk-lhrough technique is used.



5.2 Realization Plans

For each one of the User Scenarios (US) described in section 5.1 a
realization and progress plan will be reported.



jKcaliiation Plan for US 1: Retrofit tinq of the control systems Tor pulp production

I tasks explanation Cooperation 'o—enta

1. Collect information about
Company, project, process
and personnel

2. Generate State Diagram

5. Generate Critical
Scenarios

ft. Define limit» and degrees
or freedn» For HHS
activities

i. Generate Checklist *
Evaluation Criteria

f>. Generate specifications
and solutions

7. Evaluate Vendor's
Solution

Relevant documents are collected
interviews with project personnel

and operators

A state diagram for each subprocess
is generated

Digestery
Screening (new control system)
Bleachery I (new process •

control system)
a Bleachery 2

} scenarios on pulp production
4 scenarios on screening

a 3 scenarios on bleaching
(new process)

Limitations

Size and outer »alls of CR
Conventional control equipment
for Digestery and Bleachery 2
will remain in CR
Present documentation, e.g.
operational instructions will
be kept

Deareesof Freedom

Layout of CR (partial)
Work place layout for Screening
and Bleaching operators
Picture Library for Screening
and Bleaching Operators (HMIf)
Lighting of CR

The checklist concerns issues under
Degrees of Freedom. Criteria are
generated from general ergonomics
data * systems considerations
(= integration rules)

The checklist and Critical
Scenarios are used

Good contact with company's
project and operators will
be established

In cooperation with operators

In cooperation with operators

In cooperation with company
project and operators

Evaluation made in cooperatior
with project personnel and
operators



Realization Plan for US 2: Steam and e lectr ica l power production and distr ibut ion in
pulp and paper induatry

explanation Cooperation Comments

t. Collect information about
Company, project, process
and personnel

2. Generate a State Diagram

). Generate Critical
Scenarios

4. Define Limits and Degrees
of freedom for HMS
activities

i. Generate Automation
level Configuration

6. Generate Job Descriptions
for Operator and Main-
tenance Jobs

7. Generate evaluation
methods for M f and
Work places

8. Specify VDU pictures and
a Picture Library and
Work Places

9. Generate s Control Room
ITyout

10. Evaluate Vendor's
Solutions

I
I
I
I
I
I

Relevant documents are collected *
interviews with project personnel
and operators

One state diagram of a centralized
system for power generation and
distribution is generated

ive Critical Scenarios are gene-
rated from the State Diagram

Good contact »ith Company's
project and operators will

established

In cooperation with Company's
process engineers and
operators

In cooperation with operators
and process engineers

At present steam is
generated in several
places. With the new
system one central syatem
ror all steam generation
and distribution will be
created

Tentative Technique for Automation
Level Configuiation is used

Company's job strategy is found in
object and scope of the new steam
generation system. Jobs in accor-
dance with this strategy and in
harmony with task allocation and
job competence principles are
created.

Critical Scenarios together with
Talk-Through will be used for the
evaluation of m i r and Work Places.
Work place dimensions etc. will be
evaluated with general ergonomics
criteria

Functional specifications to be
given together with Requests ror
Quotation

Critical Scenarios will be used for
generation and evaluation of
solutions

Evaluation methods generated at 7
will be used

In cooperation with Company's
process and instrumentation
engineers.

In cooperation with Company's
Personnel department. Opera-
ting department and the
Unions

In cooperation with Company's
personnel

evaluation made in coopera-
tion with Company's project
personnel and operators
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Renlization Plan for US 3: Electrical poser generation in a nuclear potter plant

I asks »planation ooperaton

1. Collect information about
Company, project, process
and personnel

2. Generate a State Diagram

5. Cenerate Critical
Scenarios

Develop evaluation methods
for Job Aids

S. Specify plant simulator

Specify HMlf for plant
simulator

Specify central plant
parameters and critical
limits - symptoms - in
each variable

Cenerate logic trees for
diagnosing critical values
in central plant para-
meters

Specify implementation of
Symptom-Based Disturbance
Operation

10. IvuluHte Vendor's
solutions

Generate a modified
Control Room Layout in-
eluding two Job Aids

Relevant documents are collected *
ntervieMS with project personnel
md operating organization

One State Diagram for the whole
plant is generated

Selection of Operational situations
a) in which precision in operator
decision on plant parameters is re-
quired or
i) in which variations in central
lint parameters indicate distur-
iances in the plant

ritical Scenarios together with
alk-through * simulation techniques
ire used. A procedure to compare
he outcome of the simulator and the
>lant is generated.

ections of the plant to be modelled
s specified

he present Control Room Layout is
aken into consideration

ivailability of thorough process
nowledge is assumed

Availability of thorough process
nowledge is assumed

Good contact with Company's
roject and operating orga-
iza'ion will be established

n cooperation with Company's
operators

n cooperation with process
engineers and operators

n cooperation with Company's
project personnel

n cooperation with process
engineers

n cooperation with process
•ngineers

n cooperation with process
•nqineers nnd operators

n cooperation with operators

evaluation techniques in 6 is used

I
I
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Realiialion Plan for US •: Electrical power distribution of the 1)0 kV am! SO-20 kV networks
hydroelectric power production and Hater level control

tasks Ciplanation Cooperation Comments

1. Collect information about
Company, project, process
and personnel

2. Generate State Diagra

3. Generate Critical
Scenarios

Define Units and degrees
for freedom for MMS

Cenerate evaluation
techniques for MMIf and
CR layout

Specify Automation
Levels for Subprocesses

Specify MMIf, i.e. VOu
pictures * other CR
displays and CR layout

tvaluate Vendors'
solutions

Relevant documents are collected «
interviews with project personnel
and operators.

A state diagram for each "sub-
process" is generated:

a tlectrical power distribution
a Electrical power generation
• Mater level in Cola River

Scenarios cover situations fro» one
state diagram and fro» more than
one state diagram in combination

There are limits for Control Room
Layout concerning outer walls

Critical Scenarios and Talk-Through
Techniques are used

Tentative Technique for Automation
Level Configuration is used

Good contact with Company's
project and operators will
be established.

In cooperation with operators

In cooperation with operators

In cooperation with Company's
project

Evaluation techniques in 5 is used

In cooperation with project
process and instrumentation
engineers

In cooperation with project
instrumentation engineers

In cooperation with project
personnel and operators

^
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Realization Plan for US 5: Electrical potter generation in a nuclear power plant

tasks Explanation Cooperation Coamenta

1. Collect information about
Company, project, process
and personnel

2. Define a training policy
for operating personnel

). Cenerate a State Diagram

4. Cenerate Job Descriptions

Cenerate training Content
and training Objectives

Cenerate an Operator
Training Program fro»
Job Descriptions

Cenerate training
Evaluation techniques

Compare training Program
in 6 with present
Operator training

Specify further training
Aids etc.

i ti). Implement modified
I Training Program

11. Evaluate nodi Tied
training Proqr.im

Relevant docuaents are collected •
interviews with company represen-
tatives, i.e. plant management,
operators, instructors

Company policy for competency and
operator training is collected

One state diagraa for the »hole
plant is generated

the state diagraa is resolved to
give Job Descriptions, the aim is
to specify "What does the operator
do"?

Operators tasks in Job Description
are used

The training Program describes how
the training Objectives are ful-
filled using different types of
courses, training aids, instructors
and ways to follow-up the trainee

Every course has specified follow-up
means, which in the long perspective
can be used for course evaluation.
A short perspective evaluation
techniques is generated as well

Cood contact with Company
will be established

In cooperation with plant
and training i

In cooperation with operators

In cooperation with operators

In cooperation with plant
management and operators

In cooperation with plant
trainers

In cooperation with plant
trainers

In cooperation with plant
management and trainers
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Realization Plan for US 4: Offehor» oil and gaa production

!
rasks

1. Collect information
about Company, project.
process and personnel

2. Generate State Diagrams

). Generate Critical
Scenarios

i. Develop evaluation
methods ror HMIf,
Control Room and Work
Place Layout

- •>. Generate Automation
Level Configuration

| b. Generate Operator Jobs

1 7. Specify VDU picture
I organization and a

•j Picture Library

8. Specify Operating
Procedures

9. Specify Job Aids
'e.g. Alarm Handling)

10. Specify Work Places

11. Generate CR Layout

12. Lvaluate Vendors'
Solutions

H 15. Monitor Vendor's
| deliveries

i
i.
m

[•planetion

Relevant documents are collected *
interviews with project personnel

One State Diagram ror the whole
plant and state diagrams ror the
main subprocesses are generated

Operational situations are selected
using the state diagrams

Critical Scenarios together with
Talk-Through and Mock-up techniques
are used

A strategy ror Automation Level
is generated * method for estimating
consequences of Automation Level
variations

The operational organization of
Company's previous oil platforms
is used as a basis

Standardized symbols etc. are used
as much as possible

Standardized operating procedures
are used as much as possible

Alarm Handling etc. is the most
essential Job Aid system

Techniques according to 4 are used

Evaluation techniques are used
when needed

C o n a t i o n

Good contact with Company's
organization will be
established

In cooperation with process
engineers and ir possible
operators

In cooperation with process
engineers

In cooperation with project
management

In cooperation with project
management

In cooperation with project
management

In cooperation with Company

In cooperation with project
management

Co—nut»

Operators and operating
experiences valuable ror
the HMS work, may be
difficult to utilize
because of the special
operating conditions or
offshore oil platforms
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6. RESOURCES AND COSTS

6.1 Types of resources for MMS design in industry

Two types of resources will be needed for Man-Machine System develop-
ment in the industry:

1. Resources for the development or adaptation of MMS methods and
procedures to fit a specific industry and Company.

2. Resources for performing the design of MMS in a specific Company
project concerning the development/procurement of a new plant/pro-
cess or essential parts of a plant/process.

There is a central reason for differentiating between 1 and 2. MMS
methods and procedures should be well prepared before the actual deve-
lopment/procurement project starts. There are normally tight time
schedules in industry projects. It means among other things that there
will be very little time for method/procedure development during the
project. Thus, MMS methods and procedures should be adapted to the
specific industry and Company before the project starts.

An essential question is to what extent there are general MMS methods
available which can be adapted to a Company without extensive research
and development.

The answer to this question is that work like the EWICS Guidelines
have contributed to the formation of a general MMS methodology which
is relatively well prepared for process industries. From the methodo-
logy basis formed by these Guidelines it is possible to make techni-
ques and procedures which take into consideration the conditions of a
specific industry, e.g. electrical power generation and distribution,
offshore oil and gas production, pulp and paper production etc. The
techniques and procedures should preferably be adapted to the con-
ditions of a certain Company. The amount of work involved to carry out
specific Company MMS techniques and procedures varies with the ambi-
tion of the Company and with techniques/procedures chosen. Some tech-
niques/procedures are relatively mature and/or have been adapted to or
tested within the industry. Some techniques will require relatively
major development work before it can be used "off-the-shelf" within a
Company.

The amount of development work needed for a set of company techniques/
procedures has to be estimated for each Company. An example in form of
a menu of "Procedures/Techniques for Man Machine Systems Design in
Company Development and Procurement Activities" is given in Appendix
1. This menu was originally made for a Paper and Pulp Company, which
required well-prepared MMS procedures for use in their internal deve-
lopment/procurement projects.

Appendix 1 shews that some techniques/procet-jres are relatively well
prepared for a specific Company, i.e. it costs little to turn it into
a Company Standard Procedure/Technique. The manhours estimated for
Company adapation given in the menu in Appendix 1 represent an avera-
ge sized plant and a separate estimation has to be made for each Com-
pany.



The following MMS techniques/procedures are well prepared for indust-
rial use and will need moderate resources for Company adaptation:

- Concept Studies with a checklist based on EWICS Guidelines Level 1.

- MMS Functional Specifications with a checklist based on EWICS Gui-
delines Level 2.

- Procedures for MMS Specification and Evaluation in Company Procure-
ment.

- Operational Descriptions

- Job Descriptions.

- Company "Standards" for symbols etc. on MMIf displays.

- Company Standards for Operating Procedures.

- Company Standards for Anthropometric Data.

- Operator Competence and Training Development.

- Mock-up techniques for design evaluation.

The following techniques/procedures will at present require relatively
large resources for Company adaptation:

- Procedures for MMS evaluation during Commissioning, Testing and
Start-up phases.

- Company Standards for the specification and design of Plant Automa-
tion Level/Configuration.

- An int' grated, computerized Project Information System, e.g. an
instrument/signal list for among others MMS use.

- Simulation techniques for MMS design evaluation.

- Cost/benefit techniques for MMS.

How should the resources needed for MMS work be met? There are, of
course, different ways for satisfying the need. MMS will partly requi-
re specific competence, which has to be acquired/developed by the Com-
pany. In the long run it is essential that the specific competence is
developed within the Company, at least to a certain degree. In the
beginning it is probably a good idea to use an external consul tant,who
also can function as a communication link with the MMS discipline.

One strategy for introducing the MMS discipline into the Company could
be to use consultants for the adaptation of MMS techniques and proce-
dures to the specific Company condition according to point 1 at the
top of page 49.



For the the conduct of MMS design in a specific project the Company's
own project personnel should perform the main tasks. It is, of course,
possible to have consulting support here as well. However, the Company
which will use MMS design as an approach towards better projects/pro-
ducts should develop in-house MMS competence. It is essential that MMS
can be adequately handled by Company Project Management and the Compa-
ny Project Staff for Design, Evaluation and Procurement.

6.2 Cost/benefit of MMS design

The cost/benefit of MMS design should be investigated. There seems to
be no direct calculation method available yet. A methodological review
made by Ergonområd AB in 1985 showed that development will be needed
before methods "off-the-shelf" will be available for MMS cost/effecti-
veness calculations in process industries. Methods based on Monte Car-
lo simulation techniques have, for instance, good potential and should
be developed and adapted to specific process industries. Before such
techniques are available, however, estmates of cost/benefit should be
performed. This can be done by expert judgements.

The cost/benefit evaluation of MMS is characterized by the following:

Man-Machine 5ystem Design may be defined in accordance with EWICS TC-6
"Guidelines for the Design of Man-Machine Interfaces". It concerns
a relatively large number of possible MMS activities from the forma-
tion of a main system concept, during specification, design and procu-
rement of a process control system to modification of the process
control system. These activities are illustrated in figure 2 on page
25 as a flow of MMS activities from very early phases of a project to
the implementation and operation of the plant. The scope of the MMS
design varies quite extensively from one project to another. All acti-
vities in figure 2 may be involved or just a few of them.

There are the following costs directly connected with MMS activities.

1. Costs of the development and implementation of MMS solutions.

2. Costs connected with the operation and maintenance of MMS solu-
tions during a specified time, e.g. the life time of the produc-
tion system.

There are possible cost/benefits related to change of system availabi-
lity/productivity or to system safety. These values are normally con-
sidered for the life time of the system.

3. Values related to increase or decrease of production in quantita-
tive or qualitative terms.

A. Values related to replacement of the production in case of unavai-
lability of the plant.
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5. Values related to maintenance (repair or preventive maintenance)
of the plant.

6. Values related to environmental consequences of hazards of the
plant.

In this context personnel safety normally is considered to be part of
system safety. Consequences in terms of change in sick-leave, injury
and death are expressed in economic terms.
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MENU
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PROCEDURES/TECHNIQUES FOR MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM
DESIGN IN COMPANY DEVELOPMENT AND PROCUREMENT
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APPENDIX 1:2

A certain degree of Company uniformity concerning

- procedures
- specifications

for Man-Machine System (MMS) design is appropriate and will result in
the benefits of

- less likelihood of operator errors
- reduced operator load
- a better system solution at the same cost.

Such uniformity can be applied in all project phases to different MMS
issues.

Uniformity should be developed within the Company on issues where the
need is great.

A Menu of MMS techniques/procedures is presented on the following
pages. It is recommended that those MMS techniques/procedures which
should be adapted to specific Company conditions are selected. These
can preferably be gathered together in a Company MMS document.

The manhours needed for adapting a technique/procedure from the pre-
sent state to the specific Company conditions are estimated in the
Menu. These manhours represent an average sized plant.
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APPENDIX 1 : 3

MENU OF MMS PROCEDURES/TECHNIQUES

1. MMS ISSUES AND CHECKLISTS AT DIFFERENT PROJECT PHASES

1.1 Feasibility/Concept studies

1.2 Specification phases

1.3 Procurement/Bid evaluation

1.4 Design phases

1.5 Commissioning/Testing/Start-up phases

2. MMS BASIC DATA

2.1 Operational descriptions - State Diagrams

2.2 Operational descriptions - Critical Scenarios

2.3 Job descriptions

3. MMS SPECIFICATIONS

3.1 Automation Levels/Configurations

3.2 Job Organization

3.3 Alarm Handling

3.4 Information flow

3.5 Function Blocks/Typal Operations

3.6 Symbols on displays etc.

3.7 Anthropometric data etc. for Work Place Design

3.8 Operator Competency and Job Training

4. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

4.1 Systematic expert judgements

4.2 Mock-up studies

4.3 Simulations

4.4 Follow-up of deliveries
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APPENDIX 1:b

HOW TO MAKE A COMPANY MMS DOCUMENT

A set of MMS procedures/techniques can preferably be gathered into a
Company MMS Document.

For each MMS. procedure/technique there is some general material, e.g.
EWICS Guidelines, and experiences from other industries/companies
which can be utilized.

The amount of additional work needed to adapt a procedure to specific
Company conditions varies between the items in the menu.

The following tasks should be carried out for developing a MMS docu-
ment which is adapted to Company conditions:

1. A menu of MMS procedures/techniques is
handed over by Ergonområd

The menu is worked through by Company and
Ergonområd together

Selection by Company of items in the menu
to make up a Company MMS Document

Collection of relevant Company material
made by Ergonområd supported by Company

A draft version of the Company MMS Document
is generated by Ergonområd

.1.
The draft MMS Document is evaluated within
Company

Revision of the draft MMS Document made by
Ergonområd

Such a Company MMS Document may be developed in successive steps, i.e.
the first version of the Document may contain just those procedures
needed at that time. Further MMS procedures/techniques may be added in
a second version etc.



APPENDIX 1:6

1. MMS ISSUES AND CHECKLISTS AT
DIFFERENT PROJECT PHASES



APPENDIX 1:7

1.1 reasibility/Concept studies

Available material: • EWICS Guidelines for the Oesign of
Man-Machine Interfaces, Level 1.

Amount of Work for • Translation of EWICS Guide-
adaptation to lines from English 30 h
Company condit ions:

• Adaptation to Company
conditions

Total

)
Manhours to generate a draft procedure covering point 1 through 5
according to "How to make a MMS Document adapted to Company" in
Appendix 1:5. The manhours for each procedure of the menu represent
an "average" sized plant (i.e. with approximately 2000-6000 signals
and 50-100 ana] que outputs of the control system and 2-5 operators).

The manhours are a one time cost for the Company (see page 49 on
Resources for MMS design in industry).



1.2 Specification phases

APPCNOIX

Available Material: EW1CS Guidelines, Level 2 and
experiences from the same
control system projects
(electricity distribution,
electricity production, pro-
duction of oil & gas).

Amount of Work for
adaptation to
Cowpany conditions:

Translation or EWICS Guidel-
lines from English 70 h

Adaptation to Company
conditions 120 h

Total 190 h



APPENDIX

1.3 Procurement/Bid evaluation

Available Material: r . , ..• Experiences from evaluations
& Bid evaluations in 4 cases.

Amount of Work for „ , . . . . .. • . -« .—-.—r—T-. r • Review of available material 20 hadaptation to
Company condit ions: n • ». «• -.— * • Development of a procedure

f o r the Company 160 h

To ta l 180 h



1.U Design phases

APPENDIX i : 1 0

Available material: EWICS Guidelines, Level 3
and experiences from control
system project for offshore
o i l and gas production.

Amount of Work for
adaptat ion to
Company condit ions;

Translation of EWICS
Guidelines, Level 3
from English

Completion and adaptation
to Company conditions

Total

100 h

200 h

300 h



APPCNOIX 1:11

1.5 Commissioning/Testing/Start-up phases

Available material: • No material available at
present

Amount of Work for • Oevelopment of material
adaptat ion to analogous to CWICS
Company condi t ions: Guidelines 200 h

Total 200 h



APPENDIX 1:12

2. MMS BASIC DATA
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• Offshore Oil and Gas
Production

Total 160 h

I
• 2.1 Operational description - State Diagrams

I Available material; • Nuclear Power Plant

• • Electricity Distribution

I
Amount of Work for • Development of a Procedure

R
adaptation to Guidelines for State
Company conditions: Diagram generation within

the Company 160 h

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

APPENDIX 1:14

2.2 Operational description - Critical Scenarios

Available material:

Amount of Work for
adaptation to
Company conditions:

• Production of hydroelectric
power + distribution of
electricity

• Incomplete material from
offshore Oil and Gas
Production

• Development of Procedure
Guidelines for Critical
Scenarios generation .
within Company

Total

200 h

200 h
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2.3 Job Descr ip t ion

Available material:

Amount of Work for
adaptation to
Company conditions;

• Operational Jobs in Nuclear
Power Plants

• Operational Jobs in Offshore
Oil and Gas Production (not
complete)

Development of Procedure
Guidelines for Job
Descriptions within
Company

Total

400 h

400 h



APPtNDIX 1:16

3. SPECIFICATIONS



APPENDIX 1:17

3.1 Specifications - Automation/level/Confiquration

Available material: • Tentative Overview Automation
Level Categorization

a Incomplete draft technique
for Automation Configuration
Specs in Nuclear Power Plant

Amount of Work for • Development of Procedure
adaptation to Guidelines for Company 1600 h
Company condi t ions;

Total 1600 h



APPINDIX 1:18

3.2 Specifications - Job Organization

Avai lab le m a t e r i a l ; . F o r O i l a n d C a s P r o d u c t ion
process (incomplete)

Amount of Work for , Development of Procedure
adaptat ion to Guidelines for Company 200 h
Company condi t ions;

Total 200 h



APPENDIX 1:19

3.3 Speci f icat ion - Alarm Handling

Available material; • Alarm Handling Oil and Gas
Production process

Amount of Work for • Development of Procedure
adaptation to Guidelines for Company 200-1600 h
Company conditions;

Total 200-1600 h«)

)
The amount of development work depends on chosen Strategy for
fault Indication.
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3.4 Specifications - Information flow

Available material; Database

• signal number (Tag Number)
• unit and variation of variables
• alarm l imits
• reference to other documents

etc.

Amount of Work for Development of Procedure
adaptat ion to Guidelines for Company (manhours)
Company condi t ions: varies depen-

ding on
objectives of
info system.
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3.5 Specifications Function Blocks/Typal Operations

Available material; 0 r u n c t i o n Blocks/Typal Operations
for Oil and Gas Production
process

Amount of Work for • Development of Procedure
adaptat ion to Guidelines for Company 600 -
Company c o n d i t i o n s :

Total 600 -
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3.6 Specification - Symbols etc. on displays

Available material; . Guidelines for VDU picture
generation for Oil and Gas
production

• International Guidelines

Amount of Work for . Development of Procedure
adaptat ion to Guidelines for Company 200 h
Company condi t ions:

Total 200 h
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3.7 Specif ication - Anthropuini-inc data etc. for Work Place Design

Available material: , H u m a n r a c t o r s D e s i g n h a n d b o o k

• Human Engineering Guide to
Equipment Design
etc.

Amount of Work for f S e l e c t i o n o f app r o p r i a te
adaptation to d a t a f o r C o m p a n y Guidelines 120 h
Company conditions;

Total 120 h



APPENDIX 1:24

3.8 Specification - Competency and Job Training

Available material: m Competence and Job Training
Specification for Nuclear
Power Plant Operators

Amount of Work for Development of Procedure
adaptation to Guidelines for Company BOO h
Company conditions:

Total 800 h



API'LNDIX 1 :2 '

k. EVALUATION OF MMS AND MMS WORK
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Evaluation - Systematic expert evaluation of Vendor's Bid

Available material: • Procedure for Bid evaluation
of MMIf for electricity
distribution

Amount of Work for • Development of Procedure
adaptat ion to Guidelines for Company 200 h
Company cond i t ions :

Total 200 h



APPENDIX 1:27

Evaluation - Mock-up studies

Avai lab le m a t e r i a l : ,,u - u - , . . • . .
• "Handbook for Mock-up simulation"

For Oi l and Gas Production

Amount o f Work for r» . ». r »
,.„ • Development of Procedure

Total 100 h



4.3 Evaluation - Simulation

APPLNDIX 1:20

Available material: MMS Cost/benefit methods for
potent ial use in Oil and Gas
Production

Amount of Work for
adaptat ion to
Company condit ions;

Development of computer
based method for Company 1600 h

Total 1600 h



I
I
I

AfTlNDIX 1:29

k.k Evaluation - Follow-up of deliveries

Available material: • Specfic material is lacking

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Amount of Work for
adaptat ion to
Company condi t ions:

Development of Procedure
Guidelines for Company 400 h

Total 400 h


